All About Me Page

- This is actually the back! After reading these instructions you will put glue all over these words and glue this down into your notebook on the very first page.

- Put your first AND last name in the center hexagon.

- Three of the boxes need to be filled up with drawings
  - Hand drawn – stick figures and tracing is ok!
  - Use color!
  - Big, bold drawings! Fill the box!
  - You can label drawings if you want.

- Three of the boxes need to be filled up with sentences.
  - Complete sentences! Not bullet points
  - Fill the box! It should be a little miniature paragraph
  - Use highlighters, color pencils, or markers to highlight or underline or emphasize key words inside your paragraphs

- I don’t care which three boxes are drawings and which three are paragraphs

- This is your first graded assignment. It is your first chance to show me what kind of effort, thought, and detail you put into your work. It is also your first chance to let me know what kind of person you are!

- I will show you my All About Me page later in the week!

- This is due on the first Friday of the school year. Glue it in your notebook, I will check it while walking around during the Friday activity.